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Thrilling event programme: Motorsport festival with MotoGP at the 
Sachsenring 
 

• MotoGP Hero Walk to feature Moto2 and Moto3 riders this year 
• New BplusL Fan Tower promises even better views 
• Red Bull racing circus puts on extravaganza with many fan activities 

 
Munich. This year, a motorcycle Grand Prix will take place on German soil for the 85th time. Five days of 
pure action await MotoGP fans at the Sachsenring. From Wednesday afternoon to Sunday evening (3rd 
to 7th July), visitors to the only German round of the world championship will be royally entertained. 
Even before the race action, spectators are in for a real treat: the Red Bull racing circus will stage 
spectacular stunt shows and put on many other fan activities. The stars of the motorcycle scene will 
also be on display, up close and personal. This year, the MotoGP Hero Walk will feature Moto2 and 
Moto3 riders for the first time. New to the Liqui Moly Motorcycle Grand Prix of Germany is the BplusL 
Fan Tower, offering magnificent views. The BplusL Sachsenring Charity Run, at 19:00 on Wednesday, 
traditionally opens the MotoGP event at the circuit in Hohenstein-Ernstthal.  
 
The highlights of the attractive event programme include the MotoGP Rider Parade and the MotoGP 
Hero Walk. A new addition is the Hero Walk for riders from the Moto2 and Moto3 classes from 11:45 
on Saturday afternoon. Fans can meet their biker heroes in person in the Kart Hall – the perfect 
opportunity for selfies and autographs. In Paddock 3, the Red Bull racing circus has a spectacular 
programme in store for fans. Hall of Fame, stunt shows, autograph sessions, and an exhibition of 
successful Red Bull motorcycles and racing cars leave nothing to be desired. The Red Bull racing circus 
is open from 10:00 to 19:00 on Friday, 09:00 to 19:00 on Saturday, and 09:00 to 15:00 on Sunday. 
Another popular feature will be the vintage motorcycle exhibition opposite Paddock 2, which will open 
its doors daily at 09:00 from the Friday. 
 
On the Thursday, the pit lane will be open for two hours for all visitors to enjoy the Pit Walk. Here, 
MotoGP fans can experience their heroes up close and personal as they prepare for the race weekend. 
The Kart Hall will then be transformed into the traditional Sachsenring party hotspot. On Friday 
evening, DJ Newtronic will get the fans jumping together with ‘Biba und die Butzemänner’. On 
Saturday, the stage belongs to the Bee Fees and Fancy. The Kart Hall programme would not be the 
same without the big highlight: the MotoGP Rider Presentation at 19:00 on the Saturday evening.  
 
Located right next to the Kart Hall will be the imposing Dekra Big Wheel, which will operate from 
morning until late into the night on every day of the event. In the evening, there will be plenty for 
music lovers to enjoy at Ankerberg, where the renowned Ankerberg Festival will attract many night 
owls on three days. An exciting new feature awaits MotoGP fans around the SGS grandstand T2 this 
year. The BplusL Fan Tower stands behind the biggest grandstand at the Sachsenring, which itself 
already offers an outstanding view. The BplusL Fan Tower will give visitors an even better perspective 
of the hilly circuit. 
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Tickets for one of the largest individual sporting events in Germany start at € 29 and are available 
online at adac.de/motogp, by phone on 03723/8099111, or by E-mail to info@sachsenring-event.de. 
 
2024 Liqui Moly Motorcycle Grand Prix of Germany – Event Programme: 
Wednesday, 3rd July: 
19:00 - 20:00: BplusL Sachsenring Charity Run 
 
Thursday, 4th July:  
16:30 - 18:30: Pit Walk 
 
Friday, 5th July:  
09:00 - 19:00: Vintage motorcycle exhibition (opposite Paddock 2) 
10:00 - 19:00: Red Bull racing circus (Paddock 3) 
18:00 - 23:00: DJ Newtronic and ‘Biba und die Butzemänner’ presented by MDR Sachsen (Kart Hall) 
 
Saturday, 6th July:  
09:00 - 19:00: Vintage motorcycle exhibition (opposite Paddock 2) 
09:00 - 19:00: Red Bull racing circus (Paddock 3) 
11:45 - 12:15: MotoGP Hero Walk (in the Kart Hall with Moto2 and Moto3) 
18:00 - 23:00: Kart Hall, presented by MDR Sachsen 

- 18:00 - 19:00: Party warm-up with MDR DJ 
- 19:00 - 20:30: Rider presentation for MotoGP stars 
- 20:30 - 21:15: Bee Fees 
- 21:15 - 22:00: Fancy 
- 22:00 - 23:00: Bee Fees 

 
Sunday, 7th July: 
09:00 - 14:00: Vintage motorcycle exhibition (opposite Paddock 2) 
09:00 - 15:00: Red Bull racing circus (Paddock 3) 
10:00: MotoGP Rider Parade 
10:20 - 10:40: MotoGP Hero Walk (Kart Hall) 
13:30 - 13:40: Airshow Flying Bulls 
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